Host SM_Pam says:
The USS Triton has arrived at the penal asteroid of Rura Penthe, a bitter cold place of only snow and ice where no one can survive for long.

Host SM_Pam says:
Some of the crew have just embarked on the trip to Rura Penthe by shuttle. The trip is longer than usual, because of the away team's need to forgo using the shuttle's engines to avoid detection by the colony's automatic defense systems.

Host SM_Pam says:
The Federation operative known as Hawk, is being held in isolation deep within the confines of the prison. As he ponders his future, he plans a means of escape, but how can he find his way out and where will he go?

Host SM_Pam says:
The away team is landing and their quest to find Hawk and get him off the asteroid is about to begin.

Host SM_Pam says:
ACTD is proud to present The USS Triton in.... " Baby It's Cold Outside” Stardate 10302.20... Part Three

Host SM_Pam says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::preparing items she can use to make fake injuries on the Away Team::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::still at Tac 1 keeping an eye on the asteroids and the Triton's position::

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
::still on the bridge locating extra asteroids & planning a second tactic at getting sensors through this field::

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@::Going over the engineering status of the shuttle::

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::begins handing everyone on the shuttle a type 2 phaser::

Hawk says:
@::On the surface of the planet, still in his isolation cell. He tears off some of his clothing and binds it around his arm, holding the small transponder device in his arm:: Self: It's time to send a signal and get out of here...

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::tries to detect the shuttle among the asteroids without going to active scans::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ CEO/FCO/CMO/TO: Everyone finish preparing, we're leaving in one minute.


CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::takes the phaser and puts it down on a chair as she gets her materials setup:: XO: I am ready to add the injuries when you are, Sir.

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@::Quietly scans the readings on his console::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: Ready with more asteroids if we need them, Cmdr?

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@XO: aye Sir

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@XO: Acknowledged

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
CO: Yeppers, Captain... ::sends the coordinates to his console::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ CMO: Proceed quickly Lieutenant. ::stands completely still, letting the Doctor do what she must::

Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The prison's automatic defense system detects the rain of small asteroids as they pelt the surface of Rura Penthe.

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::begins adding scars and such to the XO's face::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
:;locks the asteroids into the targeting computer and gets ready to send them down too::

OPS_LtJg_Oreck says:
::steps off the turbolift reading the PADD and heads for his station::

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@XO: Yes Sir  ::carefully places the detached pieces of a phaser rifle in different pockets in his survival suit::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::Sees Oreck enter:: OPS: Lt. I need you to take this station keeping off my hands for now, please

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::finishes with the XO and puts the scars and such on the rest of the away team::

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
::Looks up and sees the OPS:: OPS: Hey Oreck. How's the little guy?

OPS_LtJg_Oreck says:
::Nods his head:: CSO: He's doing fine. ::moves over to Tactical::

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@::Finishes suiting up::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::finishes suiting up:: FCO: Can you detect any life signs outside the penal colony?

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
OPS: Thank you Lt  ::moves out of the way::

Hawk says:
@::He struggles to clear the blood off the small metallic device, and uses the sharp point of a rock sliver to activate the transponders manual release. As he does the casing falls off, exposing the circuitry, and he immediately sets to work, attempting to set the device to a frequency that will break through the barrier::

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@ALL: Each Field Suit has your name on it so please make sure you take your designated suit and not someone else’s.

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@XO: no life signs yet Sir

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
::Starts recalibrating the sensors once... more...::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ FCO: How long till we enter the atmosphere?

OPS_LtJg_Oreck says:
CO: What is it you're wanting me to do here, Captain?

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::hoping the crew listened to her because if they put on the wrong suit it would be bad::

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@XO: I believe I can increase speed without being detected

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
CO: I'm thinking maybe if we make our sensor beams wide... we might be able to trickle back some data from the other side....?

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
OPS: Just keep an eye on our orbit and make sure we don't deviate as we tractor the asteroids into Rura Penthe, I've got it on automatic for the most part

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::grabs the field suit with his name on it and puts it on:: CMO: Is it such a wise idea to have our names on these field suits?

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::enters the bridge of the Triton for the first time, smiles for a moment before concealing it... walks to the Captain::

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@::Finishes some minor modifications to the shield systems and communications array::

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@XO: approximately 2 minutes

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@TO: They are removable after you put it on. ::smiles::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
:;sees a Lt in Tactical uniform:: CTO: Lt. Wolfe?

OPS_LtJg_Oreck says:
::nods his head::

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::looks at the name tag and rips it off:: CMO: Ahh, very nice...good thinking!  ::grins::

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@TO: Stickers work wonders, Brian.

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@FCO: No need to increase velocity. Just make sure we get down in one piece, and undetected.

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::nods to CO:: CO: Dr., Lieutenant Khaar Tolez Wolfe reporting for duty Sir.

Hawk says:
@::After a few minutes, he prays that his modifications have assisted in some way, and begins transmitting the emergency beacon, hoping that a nearby vessel - or even his own, will detect the signal. His only hope is that his vessel will lock onto the signal and beam him away - a long shot, but one he can hope for::

Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: As the shuttle enters the atmosphere, they are met by a fierce snow storm that buffets the crew around mercilessly.

Kol says:
@::accepts the delivery of the prisoner's food for the day...and promptly scrapes half of the meager portion onto the ground once the man turns his back::  Self:  Prisoners do not deserve even this much.  ::mutters several choice epithets under his breath and stands to move toward the cell door::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: Welcome aboard Lt. I’ll try and brief you quickly

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::nods implicating that he understands the captain::

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::hits one of the walls::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ CEO/FCO/CMO/TO: Brace for impact.

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@CMO: So it would seem...though to be truthful I don't think they would have lasted long in the cold!  ::smiles::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: We are currently tractoring a number of asteroids into Rura Penthe's surface while a shuttle tries to use them as a screen to land.  I've got several more asteroids locked into the targeting scanners.  Please relieve Lt. Oreck and take over.  I’ll answer any questions you may have

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@:: brings the shuttle ready for a rough landing outside the magnetic field::

Hawk says:
@::The device flashes several dim lights as the signal is transmitted, and he can only pray that someone picks it up. Slipping the transponder into a small pouch on the inside of his belt, he goes back to his typical tapping on the cell door::

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@Self: Ouch!

Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: Hawk's signal is intermittent and barely has enough power to be picked up by any scans.

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
::Decides that since the Captain is busy right now, that she'll start the new sensor sweep on it's broadest setting::

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::nods:: CO: First question Sir... wouldn't asteroids hitting the planet cause ecological and geological damage to the planet?

Kol says:
@::bangs on the door sharply::  Hawk:  Fool!  Your daily provisions have arrived.  Back away from the door! ::begins to input the code to open the door::

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::is caught off guard and is thrown to the ground hitting his head on the floor:: Out loud: Ahh son of....

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: Cmdr, if it's possible we'll need to detect a transponder signal, it may be very faint and hard to detect

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@TO: Have a nice trip?

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: We've calculated the mass and trajectory to avoid just that Lt. I want a diversion, not a full-scale disaster

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
CO: Trying everything I can think of to get a signal, Sir... On a second round of attempting these scans now

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@ALL: I have a small signal inside the colony

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@::Slips from his seat but regains his hold on it::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: Understood Cmdr

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::grimaces as he rubs the top of his head:: CMO: Not really...are you ok?

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::nods and refrains from commenting on Starfleet's constant attempts at causing wars with allies::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ FCO: What sort of signal?

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@TO: I have taken in more pain. ::smiles as she looks around:: ALL: Everyone ok?

Hawk says:
@::He looks up suddenly and is extremely confused. He is tempted to call the dumb guard an idiot, since he was just fed 10 minutes ago, but he crawls back from the door, avoiding the shall roof of the cell and awaits his extra food through the small hatch in the door::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::gets the feeling he's going to have trouble with his CTO too:: Self: Not another one!

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@XO: unknown at this moment

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::proceeds to Oreck, glad he looked over the roster:: OPS: I am to relieve you from your current tractor duties.

OPS_LtJg_Oreck says:
CTO: It's yours. :;smiles, liking the newcomer already and heads back for OPS::

Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The shuttle lands with a thud skimming across the frozen tundra ending up in a large snowdrift at least 20 feet in depth.

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::falls as the land:: Self: This is not getting fun!

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::gets up and looks around, making sure each of the crew is alright::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
OPS: Lt, we may be attempting something completely different later and it will take some quick coordination with Engineering, I want you to be ready to shift power when necessary and with Engineering's consult

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@ALL: that wasn't so bad, was it?

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ FCO: Anything more on that signal, now that we're down here?

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@::rises from the floor:: Self: Interesting

Kol says:
@::gives the tray a good shove through the hatch as it slides open, and immediately closes it::  Hawk:  I hope they did not forget the poison today.

OPS_LtJg_Oreck says:
CO: Yes, Sir. ::Checks their current power::

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::gets up again:: FCO: Nice landing under the circumstances, Lieutenant.

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::runs over tactical, noticing slight differences from his last console, then proceeds with the tractor operations::

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
::glares at her console which is stubbornly refusing to bring back data::

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@CMO: Thanks, I think

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::looks at the scans of their landing area:: TO: We need equipment to transport us on top of the snow, but it can't use any form of energy.

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@XO: the signal is still undetermined

Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: Back on the Triton, the new CTO develops an itch in the most difficult place to scratch but tries to ignore it.


CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::making certain the asteroids do as little damage as possible... not wanting this to lead to yet another Khitomer Accords meeting::

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@XO: Shall everyone put on his or her suits, Commander?

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ FCO: Do we have a general direction to start heading in at least?

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
::thinks:: XO: No energy Sir?  How about Skies Commander? That wouldn't give off any energy pattern

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
CO: This scattering beam is near impossible...

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::paces around the bridge, not liking sitting here blind and thwarted with everything they try:: Self: There's got to be a way to find Hawk and I'm going to find it

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@XO: NE 36%

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: I understand Cmdr.  I know you're doing the best you can.  Keep plugging away and maybe we'll get lucky

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::curious where this itching sensation came from... starts to look at his crew curious if one of them gave it to him::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
::not knowing anything about skis, he has the TO fill him in:: TO: An ideal solution Lieutenant, replicate 5 pairs, and distribute them immediately.

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
CO: There must be someway that the Klingon ships can navigate this... like some way to turn off the scattering beam from up here... I mean the planet-side wouldn't see them coming with all this interference... so... there has to be a way...

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::stands there waiting:: Self: Hmm..

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: Is there any way we can turn that scattering beam back on itself, use it's own power against it?

OPS_LtJg_Oreck says:
CSO: A signal, switch, or some sort of detection

Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The CTO's itch is intensifying.

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::already suited up, with his jacket open, and still too warm:: CMO: Yes, all of us.

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
XO: Aye Commander  ::walks to the rear of the shuttle and replicates 5 pairs of skis and poles::

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
CO: Sort of like a mirror action? Or maybe even some kind of outpost, switch or command

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::is in her suit as well looking at anyone who is not in theirs::

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::looks at the captain... refraining from scratching the itch... it won't go away if he scratches it::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO/OPS: Exactly like a switch or command...have we tried matching the scattering field's frequencies exactly?

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@AT: I think with all we have to carry, it would be a good idea

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::making certain he is tractoring the asteroids where they need to go... calming himself::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ CEO/FCO/CMO/TO: We'll be using "skis" to help us reach the facility. They'll be no time for learning, but they should prove a valuable and simple tool.

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
CO: Hmm... Well one way to find out... Or maybe Sir; it needs to be the exact opposite... like a key & lock?

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::notices Wolfe's uncomfortable posture:: CTO: Is something wrong, Lt?

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@XO: Acknowledged

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
::Sets the sensors to the same frequency as the scattering beams & tries again::

OPS_LtJg_Oreck says:
::tries seeing about finding the fields frequency::

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@XO: Skiing is difficult if you have never done it before, Commander. ::smiles::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: Let's try that first, but gently.  Let's not give our position away just yet

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ CMO: It can't be too hard... can it? ::manages to smile::

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
CO: Sir. The moment I sat in this chair, I began to itch. I am starting to wonder if the environmental setting of this bridge is unsuitable for my comfort.

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ FCO: Any lifesigns detected in the area?

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ CEO: Open the shuttle door.

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@XO: Whatever you say. ::smiles picturing the XO falling on his butt skiing::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::frowns:: CTO: I see.  Is it something you need to take care of immediately?  I don't want you to be uncomfortable

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@::Opens the shuttle door and gets blasted with snow::

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@XO: still none Sir, tricorders might pick it up when we get closer

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@Self: Oouu nice. ::looks at the white snow enter::

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
CO: Captain, I've had blood dripping from a deep gash in my shoulder... and I kept on performing my duty. I don't think a rash should cause any folly in my duty. However, it is very irritating.

Hawk says:
@::He glances down at his belt and sees the randomly blinking light and smiles, hoping that his signal is being received - help will come soon::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::looks at Lieutenant Anderson, following what he does with the skis::

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@XO: Commander the door will only open 10 inches

OPS_LtJg_Oreck says:
::adjusts the temperature slightly on the bridge::

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@XO: It appears to be jammed

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: I didn't mean to imply anything Lt. I just know how hard it is to concentrate at Tac with "influences" bothering you

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@XO: We may be stuck under snow, Sir.

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
::Resets the sensors yet again to the opposite of the scattering field's frequency:: CO: Trying again at the opposite of the scattering field's frequency.

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::finishes buttoning up and walks with the skies on to the shuttle door::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: Understood Cmdr.  If that doesn't work, maybe it's a combination of the two like the tumblers in a lock

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::didn't realize the captain was a tactical:: CO: Were you at tactical before me Sir?

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ CEO: Ah... I see... all the better... it'll provide cover for the shuttle. Transport us to the surface.

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::smiles:: Both a TO and CTO before I became XO of the Triton Mr. Wolfe

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@::Brushes the snow off of himself:: XO:  Indeed

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::stands there wondering how long it will take the men to get things working::

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::blinks:: CO: I was referring to most recently Sir.

Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The CSO finally gets some readings on her sensors, albeit random.

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
CO: There are some readings... just very randomly...

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: Not for awhile, but I was at the controls when we started the tractoring mission

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: It's a start, let's make sure we record them

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ CEO: Lock down the shuttle before we depart. ::prepares for transport::


TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::stands by the door waiting to be transported to the surface::

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@XO: Acknowledged

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
CO: Of course Sir... Hrm... You think trying to reflect the scattering field on itself is worth a try, Captain?

Kol says:
@::warms his hands near the heating unit, wondering why he must tend to this lowly task of guarding a secure prisoner::

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::frowns:: CO: That is strange... you aren't itching. Is it possible that someone has intentionally attempted to make me uncomfortable? ::starts considering the possibilities:: I wasn't aware hazing was permitted.

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: I don't think it's a deliberate attempt Lt. But it is a curious happening

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::focuses his attention on trying to read the captain's emotions... determining if he was involved::

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@::grabs his equipment and waits to be transported::

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::holding her equipment looking:: XO: Are we heading out, Sir?

EO_Ens_Telarus says:
::At Eng1 on bridge::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::looks at Yates, then expectantly at Jarek:: CEO: I believe we're all ready Commander.

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: Can't hurt Cmdr

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::jumps up and down once to keep the adrenalin flowing::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
EO: Ens Telarus how's that project Cmdr Jarek left for you to work on?

OPS_LtJg_Oreck says:
::Not sure what to think of Wolfe's suspicions, there are worse forms of sabotage. Thinks of something then shakes his head::


CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@TO: This is going to be fun don't you think?

EO_Ens_Telarus says:
::Monitoring power systems::

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@XO: It would appear so Sir

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::whispers:: CMO: If we ever get going... ::hides his grin from everyone except Ashley::

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
CO: Captain... should I stop sending the asteroids?

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@XO: Beginning Transport now

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::chuckles::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: Affirmative Mr. Wolfe, if they're not there now they've failed

Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The away team transports from the shuttle but they don't all end up in the same location.

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::turns functions from the asteroid to watching for Klingon ships::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
EO: We need to send a beam matching the scattering field of Rura Penthe through the deflector dish...a slight variation on Cmdr Jarek's idea...can we do it?

Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The CEO is in a snow bank with only his feet sticking out and the CMO is ten meters away buried up to his waist.

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::his heart nearly stops as the cold weather hits him, then realizes not everyone is where they should be:: *AT* Report.

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::materializes buried in the snow looking around wondering where everyone else is buried in the snow:: Self: GREAT!!

Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The XO and FCO are together but covered in wet snow as well.

EO_Ens_Telarus says:
CO: I have an Status update on the "cloak" idea

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::starts digging himself out::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
EO: Let's hear it Ens.  Could we use it for the same effect as a key unlocking a door?

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::uses her hands and begins to dig:: Self: Men!

Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The TO is 23 meters away stuck in between two large boulders.

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@::Tries to dig himself out::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::manages to escape from the snow, and starts helping the FCO out::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::with a more urgent voice:: *AT* Away Team, report.

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::digs out of the snow and stands up.. she takes out her tricorder and looks at the scans::

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::feels the transportation take place and suddenly finds himself between two rather large rocks::  Self: Ahh shoot.. ::tries to move, but can't seem to nudge himself free::

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::takes a moment to look at the CSO, she's the individual Nomad mentioned:: CSO: Commander, with our current sensor strength a Klingon vessel could be reading the letters on our hull and we wouldn't know. Is there a chance we can boost power to sensors?

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@XO: Thank you Sir, this equipment doesn't help getting out of snow

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::suddenly wishes he didn't eat that pound cake before the mission::

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@::Gets himself out of the snow bank, and brushes himself off::

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::taps combadge::*XO*: What happened, Sir!?!!

Hawk says:
@::Without any beam out or response, Hawk continues to carry out his daily routine. He munches on some of his food, and continues his pattern or prime numbers::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ *CMO* I don't know, we need to regroup. Jarek and Anderson haven't reported in. Ray with me.

Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The CTO can't stand the itching another second and walks over to the nearest bulkhead and starts to rub up and down.

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ *TO*: Anderson, report.

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@*XO*: I'll see what I can do, Sir. ::uses her mind and scans the planet::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ *CEO*: Jarek, report.

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@*XO* Jarek to Everitt

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::looks as Wolfe moves and starts scratching:: Self: Never seen my bridge crew do that before

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@XO: remind me not to report for an away mission when it has anything to do with snow

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::His fingers just barely can't tap the commbadge::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ *CEO*: Finally Commander. What is your status?

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@Self: That is not good. *TO*: Brian can you hear me?

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: What we have to balance Lt. is how much we can increase power without being detected ourselves

EO_Ens_Telarus says:
CO: The cloak is almost ready just a few minor adjustments to the deflector dishes

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@*XO* I feel like a snowman, unharmed,

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::hears the XO and CMO:: Out loud: I'm right here!!  ::tries to reach the commbadge again, just barely missing::

OPS_LtJg_Oreck says:
::Checks the power again, everything looks okay so far::


XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ *AT* Regroup at these coordinates. ::finds a clearing in his scans, and has the away relays the coordinates to the away team::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
EO: Good.  Can we modify it to reflect the scattering field out of the way?

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@*TO*: I have located your position and I will try to bring others. Just hang on Brian. *XO*: What do we do, Sir?

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::looks at the captain:: CO: With boosted power to sensors... we could use Electric Countermeasures (ECM).

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@*XO* Acknowledged

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::hears everything that is being said over the comm, but can't respond::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ *AT*: Belay that; regroup at my coordinates.

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: if you think you can get away with it then do it Lt. Our being discovered is not, I repeat, not an option

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::rushes over the TO:: TO: Are you injured, Lieutenant?

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@:;heads towards the direction of the XO...she reaches the position and then trips face first into the snow::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ *AT*: I've located Anderson. We're all accounted for.

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::moves to replicator:: Replicator: A boomerang. Thirty-seven point five centimeters in length.

Kol says:
@::Walks back over to Hawk's cell door and slides the slot open::  Hawk:  Return your tray to me.  ::lets a low, rumbling growl slip, his equivalent to a sigh::

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::is relieved the CMO knows where he is...when suddenly the XO finds him::  XO: I'll be fine Commander...just feeling a bit squashed

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::tries to help the TO out::

EO_Ens_Telarus says:
CO: Yes we can

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::says a censored word and then stands up moving over to the TO::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::manages to free the TO:: TO: There you go... you got the worst of all of us y'know.

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::picks up the plastic boomerang as it materializes and moves to his chair... scratches his itch with the boomerang::

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@::Sees the XO coming into view::

Hawk says:
@::He grabs hold of the guard's arm, without warning pulling on the wrist with all his might. He has hopes of dislocating the shoulder, or even breaking the arm and stunning his victim - now is his time to escape::

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::takes out her medical tricorder and scans the TO::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::is glad to see the CMO already scanning him:: CMO: Is he really alright?

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
EO: Begin working on that modification Ensign, but don't change the cloaking device yet

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
::Keeps watching the sensors to see if anything randomly important trickles through::

Kol says:
@Hawk:  Argh!  P'tak!  ::twists to the ground in a momentary spike of pain::

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@XO: Besides a little shaken up he will be fine, Sir. ::closes her tricorder::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::sees Jarek approaching, and waves in his direction::

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::with the AT's help he manages to squirm out of the rock and the hard place::  XO: Good to know... ::smiles as he sees the CMO scanning him:: CMO: I'll be alright

Hawk says:
@::He holds onto the arm and twists it tightly, ensuring that the poor sap is in pain. Even as the man collapses he keeps his grip strong:: Kol: Open the door...now!

CEO_Cmdr_Jarek says:
@:: Makes his way to the XO...@XO: Commander

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
CO: Cloaking device Sir?

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ AT: This will be the first of many surprises I'm sure.

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: A possible modification of Cmdr Jarek's Lt

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ FCO: Can you give us a general direction on that signal?

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
EO: Make the alterations to scatter the field Ensign

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::stretches a bit after being in a such a tight spot::  XO: Where to now Commander?

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::raises his hand about to make a point on the treaty with the Romulans... but turns his attention back to his console::

Kol says:
@::finally gives in, coward that he is::  Hawk:  I will do as you say!  Let me go!  ::ceases struggling::

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::scans the planet with her mind trying to see if she can sense Hawk::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ TO: That unknown signal if we can isolate it. If not, the penal colony.

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@::pulls out tricorder from his gear::

Kol says:
@::slams his fist on the door release::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: I know it's against all treaties Lt, but I'm also operating on special orders

EO_Ens_Telarus says:
CO: Sir for escaping with the cloaking device we should use my modified propulsion drive

FCO_Lt_Ray says:
@XO: NW ...45 %

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
EO: We have that online and ready to go Ens, and we will when the time comes


Hawk says:
@Kol: I think not...open the door, or you die...::He twists the arm again, faster this time and he hears a cracking sound as the elbow breaks quickly. He quickly releases his grip and slides out of the door, grabbing hold of the wrist again and twisting it behind his captor's back::

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@XO: Aye Sir... ::looks around and is suddenly zapped by a gust of freezing wind and shivers slightly::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ AT: Mark the location on your tricorder. Let's head out.

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
CO: Any orders, Captain?

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@XO: I cannot locate the signal from my point of view, Sir. ::hoping he knows what she means::

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::looks at sensors::

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: Cmdr, prepare to "push" at the scattering field with the dish, on my mark

Hawk says:
@::In his other hand is the sharp fragment of rock that he used to slice open his arm. With his one hand tightly clenching onto the guards arm, his other hand holds the blade like object over the alien's neck, ready to kill him in an instant::

TO_LtJG_Anderson says:
@::does not tell the Commander that he did not bring a tricorder...looks around for something that does to stick close to::

CSO_Cmdr_Paith says:
CO: Aye Captain... ::prepares to do such::

Hawk says:
@Kol: I am leaving...and you are going to help me...now march, or die. It is your choice Klingon scum...

CTO_Lt_Wolfe says:
::taps his combadge:: *Sickbay*: Please report to the bridge. I am dealing with a discomfort that must be addressed.

Kol says:
@::roars in pain, wondering how this fool managed to get the better of him::  Hawk:  There is no way to escape...you will simply die in the cold, fool!  You will not last five minutes in the snow!

CMO_LtJG_Yates says:
@::looks at Brian and moves over near him with her tricorder in hand:: TO: Missing something?

Kol says:
@::begins moving toward the exit::

XO_Cmdr_Everitt says:
@ ::pushes down on his skis, and begins to propel himself across the snow:: TO: You're in the lead, Lieutenant.

Host SM_Pam says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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